
Guardiant™ Floor Standing Shield

A Retail Solution 
for Reducing the 
Spread of Germs

Due to health safety concerns and an unprecedented 
demand for enhanced separation between individuals, 
businesses require a solution to help maintain social 
distance as they continue to serve their customers. 

The Guardiant™ Floor Screen is designed to help prevent 
the spread of disease in any place of commerce that 
requires direct interaction between employees and 
customers in close proximity.

Created to provide comfort and relief for employees and 
the customers they serve, the Floor Screen is a 5’-9 1/2”H 
x 2’-6 1/2” W partition that forms a shield that may help 
prevent the direct physical and airborne spread of germs. 
The partition can help separate people movement lines 
such as checkout lanes or bank teller lines.

Easy to clean with any common disinfectant, this partition 
is also lightweight and portable making it versatile and 
easy to store. Social distancing protocols cannot always 
be followed. The Guardiant™ Floor Screen may lower 
the health safety risk for employees and customers in 
industries that must continue to operate during this new 
way of interacting.

Quality Guaranteed

Built from durable fire 
resistant polycarbonate 
with a solid aluminum 
frame to match the 
requirements of high traffic 
retail environments and 
workplace settings.

Safer Interactions

Put your customers at 
ease with a visible barrier 
that allows for face-to-
face interaction while still 
maintaining separation of 
personal space. 

Reduce Risk of Spread

May help shield customers 
and employees from  
unintentional exposure to 
a sneeze or cough during 
exchanges.

Essential for Business

Ideal for essential 
businesses such as 
restaurants, hotels, 
grocers, polling stations, 
gyms, bars, and office 
settings.
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APG’s Guardiant™ Floor Standing Shield

Sturdy Construction, No Tip Solutions W/ Mounting Hardware Options

Part Numbers

HS592610 Floor Screen is a 5’-9 1/2”H x 2’-6 1/2” W clear fluted polycarbonate partition

Product Features

Solid Practical

Warranty

Portable

Cleanable

Aluminum frame and clear fluted polycarbonate 
construction, 10mm thick.  Polycarbonate is a 
versatile, lightweight and transparent material 
that has some distinct benefits.  Some of those 
benefits include being stronger, lighter and 
having higher impact resistance than the more 
commonly used acrylic.  It also resists cracking 
in production and shipping better, keeping 
quality more consistent.  Finally, polycarbonate 
is fire-resistant to better meet guidelines in 
community and workplace settings.

Provides separation between checkout lanes or 
other situations where customers and staff need 
to be in close proximity to each other

1-year warranty

Free-standing, movable wall has legs allowing 
it to stand on any even floor surface

Recommend cleaning with a mild soap and 
water and a soft cloth. Able to be cleaned 
with wipes, bleach, or any common disinfectant 
as well.

Full height helps to mitigate airborne contact from 
coughing, sneezing, laughing, etc. 

Assemble time of under 15 minutes.

Floor screen measures 5’-9 1/2” tall x 2’-6 ½” wide 
with 18” feet

Each panel weighs 35 pounds, providing sturdiness 
so it is not easily tipped over. The single panel has 
large feet on both sides that are easily assembled 
at setup for a stable installation. Additionally, 
adhesive strips or glue can be used to hold the 
feet in place for added stability or the holes in the 
feet can be used to directly screw it in place. (not 
supplied)

Safe

Installation

Dimensions

Stable


